Protecting Against New Types Of Cyber Threats

Postal Service Vows To Save Universal Mail Delivery
(NAPSA)—Faced with decreasing mail volume and a sluggish
economy, the Postal Service
recently announced details of a
forward-thinking Transformation
Plan, proposing a new business
model that would preserve universal mail delivery and strengthen
the mail system.
“Every American—no matter
who, no matter where—has a fundamental right to affordable,
accessible mail service,” said John
E. Potter, Postmaster General.
“The Postal Service’s current
financial situation threatens the
service that everyone in this
nation has relied on for more than
225 years. Our proposed new business model will give us the tools to
succeed in the 21st century marketplace. It will help us to protect
regular mail delivery, for everyone, well into the future.”
The new model, called a Commercial Government Enterprise
(CGE), would create a governmentowned entity, but one that enjoys
some of the operational and financial flexibility found in the private
sector. Under the CGE, the Postal
Service would set rates more predictably, be able to retain earnings,
work under private sector labor
laws and—depending on future
legislation—could even pay taxes
or dividends to the government.
The CGE model would be a
structural transformation requiring legislative acts of Congress.
The proposed legislative changes
would be the most extensive since
the Postal Reorganization Act of
1970, which enabled the Postal
Service to function effectively
until the end of the 20th Century.
“People today speak of a digitaldivide—we certainly don’t need a
delivery-divide,” said Potter. “The

Postal Pointers
• The Postal Service is the second largest
civilian employer in the United States with
more than 750,000 employees.
• In 2001, the Postal Service delivered
207 billion pieces of letter mail,
periodicals, advertising mail and packages
to 138 million addresses six days a week.
• The Postal Service delivers 46 percent
of the world’s mail volume.
• In one week, the Postal Service delivers
the same volume as the United Parcel
Service delivers in one year. It takes two
days to equal Federal Express’ annual
volume.
1970 legislation worked for 32
years to ensure that every American had access to a fundamental
means to communicate through the
mail. We now need legislative
change that preserves mail delivery
for the next 30 years and beyond.
This plan begins that process.”
Potter also outlined the nearterm implications of the plan.
The Postal Service has already
cut 30,000 jobs and $2.5 billion in
costs over the past two years.
Over the next five years, costs
will be cut by $5 billion more
through job attrition, outsourcing,
plant consolidation, lifting the
moratorium on post office closings
and other measures. Costs will
also be cut by improving the dispute resolution process, modernizing the rate process under the
current regulatory framework and
leveraging buying opportunities
through aggressive purchasing.
In addition, the Postal Service
will focus on developing new
“intelligent” mail products to

attract new business and better
serve existing customers.
“Mail volume is going down,
while at the same time 1.7 million
new addresses are added every
year,” said Potter. “Our revenue
cannot cover the increase in costs
and it shows in our bottom line.
We lost $1.68 billion in fiscal year
2001 and could lose as much
again this fiscal year. However we
have solutions to these challenges
in this Transformation Plan and I
look forward to discussing its
details with Congress and the
mailing industry.”
The final version of the plan
was submitted to Congress and
the GAO on April 4th, after an
extensive comment period in
which members of the mailing
industry and the general public
were invited to comment. Congress will schedule hearings later
this spring to review the plan.
Since 1775, the U.S. Postal
Service has connected friends,
families, neighbors and businesses by mail. It is an independent federal agency that visits 138
million homes and businesses
every day and is the only service
provider to deliver to every
address in the nation. The Postal
Service receives no taxpayer dollars for routine operations, but
derives its operating revenues
solely from the sale of postage,
products and services, offering
some of the most affordable
postage rates in the world. The
U.S. Postal Service delivers more
than 46 percent of the world’s
mail volume—some 207 billion
letters, advertisements, periodicals and packages a year—and
serves seven million customers
each day at its 40,000 retail locations nationwide.

Versatile Label Printer Can Help Dad Get Organized
(NAPSA)—Necessity may be the
mother of invention, but invention
is the father of terrific gifts. There
are plenty of inventive ideas to be
found on store shelves, but it also
requires more than a touch of creativity on the part of the gift giver
to make sure that the present and
the recipient are a perfect fit.
Versatile gifts, such as computer accessories, can be a smart
option for Father ’s Day. That’s
because they allow Dad to indulge
his fascination with electronics, as
well as offering numerous applications to suit the individual user.
Whether Dad’s preferences run
to pedigreed pooches or pound dogs,
vintage Chardonnays or the house
red, a new PC/Mac-based label
printer gives him the opportunity
to print virtually anything that can
be created on a computer onto a laminated label, catering to both disorganized Dads and their most meticulous counterparts.
For example, with a Brother
P-Touch PT-1500pc:
• Anglers can easily see the
difference between their Timber
Doodles and Jigheads;
• Collectors can organize baseball cards or title an antiquarian
library; and
• Constructive types can separate their nuts from their bolts.
In addition, if Dad dotes on an
elaborate entertainment center

Check Out
These Web Sites:

with wires going from who knows
where to who knows what, the
PT-1500pc comes in handy with
19 label color combinations.
The affordable P-Touch model
connects directly to your PC and has
innumerable home and office applications, such as organizing folders,
making nametags and decorating
CD jewel cases. Label making is a
snap: just print, peel and stick.
The PT-1500pc is fun and easy
to use, with simple software that
any Dad—even those who aren’t
technologically inclined—can
install. Priced at only $80, it has
the decorative component of a picture frame face.
More information about this
label printer and its uses is available by visiting the Brother Web
site at www.brother.com or by calling toll free (800) 276-7746.

New PC software combines
firewall and intrusion protection
technology to guard against new
types of security threats.
many now face. ISS has created a
new version of its popular desktop solution, now called BlackICE
PC Protection. The product combines firewall, intrusion detection
and what’s called application
protection, to secure computers
a g a i n s t n e w, s o p h i s t i c a t e d
attacks that firewall and antivirus applications can’t combat
on their own.
The technology was designed to
install easily and to let users
establish the level of security that
best fits their needs.
The protection system works by
monitoring and analyzing Internet
and computer traffic traveling into
and out of the PC. Hackers often
produce applications that will perform tasks unknown to users, such
as stealing passwords or deleting
files. If such a bad application or
attack is detected, the product
sends an audible and visible alert
to the user. It tells him or her
about the attack and what protective measures have been taken. As
the Internet continues to grow and
technology advances, computer
scientists expect such products to
become common components of
virtually all PCs. For more information, visit www.iss.net/blackice
protection.

Making Life On The Road More Comfortable
The computer language FORTRAN is an abbreviation of
“FORmula TRANslation.”

Computer accessories cater to
both disorganized dads and their
most meticulous counterparts.

(NAPSA)—Experts say that
most PC users are not safe from
cyber attacks. That’s because as
computer technology advances, so
do the techniques used to infiltrate PCs. At the same time, the
value of data being stored on PCs
is also increasing.
Many of the viruses, worms and
other hacker techniques used to
break into computers have merged
into what analysts and security
experts are calling “hybrid threats”
and are unstoppable when using
traditional standalone anti-virus or
personal firewall software. In fact,
“Nimda,” a recent hybrid attack
that damaged more than 2.2 million computers in less than 24
hours, used six different ways to
penetrate computer systems.
The speed and scope of these
new threats have left many computers vulnerable to attacks.
Experts are concerned about
potential losses, including stolen
credit card numbers, identity
theft, or simply the inconvenience
of missing personal data, due to
the risks that come with unsecured home computers. Additionally, attackers can gain control of
unsecured home computers to
launch attacks against corporations without the home user ’s
knowledge.
Tom Noonan, CEO of Internet
Security Systems (ISS), also
points out that, “today’s mobile
workforce accessing their employers’ networks from home or on the
road pose a significant risk to
organizations’ information assets.
Home PCs are a hacker’s gateway
to corporate networks, and therefore users should consider installing security applications that
can defend against hybrid threats
to protect both personal and business data.”
Noonan’s company makes
security systems designed to protect computers and networks
from the ever-changing threats
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(NAPSA)—Live large, pay little. For most travelers, this
approach can help make life out
on the road just a little bit easier.
This philosophy is also embodied by a new character who’s
espousing the simple joys that can
be found in a comfy bed, a clean
room and a friendly face at the
front desk.
His name is Red, and he’s a
smart, confident businessman and
traveler who’s been crisscrossing
the country for more than 30
years. He’s also just seven inches
tall, a bobble-head sort of fellow
who spends most of his time on
the dashboard of a car.
“I’ve been out on the road for
years, and picked up more than a
few pearls of wisdom along the
way,” he says. “Now I’m here to
share what I know. May my
knowledge flow forth like a river,
and may you be the sponge.”
Red has seen it all, having been
born on a bus, rolling down Route
66. His favorite food is The MexiMeatloaf from Sol’s Diner in
Tempe, Ariz., washed down with
black coffee, and he lists his
favorite pastime as “rolling down
the road with the wind in my hair.”
Like Red, Red Roof Inns has
been on the road for a long time.
The company has seen enough
travelers to know and understand
what’s important to them, and it
uses this knowledge to provide

Red, the “road guru,” knows
how comforting a comfy bed and
a friendly face can be.
“road warriors” with just what
they need—nothing more and
nothing less.
Red, the “road guru,” exemplifies an understanding of the road
and the needs of the traveler. So
does Red Roof Inns. As Red explains, “Know where you’re going,
and know where you’re staying.”
Red Roof Inns is a member of
the Accor Lodging North America
family of hotel and lodging companies. To make a reservation, call
1-800-RED-ROOF. For more information, or to find out more about
Red, visit www.redroof.com.

